Saturday, 18 March 2017

18:30 – 18:40 Three parallel panels:
18 Peace Studies and De-Coloniality
Chair: Victor (Roy) Radoglou
(University of Vienna, Austria)
19 De-Colonization, De-Militarization, Post-Global Development – Part 1: Challenges
Chair: Hendrik Bürsch (University of Vienna, Austria)
20 Conflict and Peace in Arts, Media and the Public – Part 1
Chair: Lisa Bogerts
(Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

AFK Committee Meetings
(Part II, in German):
A) AKK Niederlassungen Fideikommissien – Forschungsstätte
B) AKK Theater
C) AKK Curriculum und Didaktik – Teil II

18:40 – 18:50 Coffee break

19:00 – 19:10 Plenary III: Liberal Peace/ Civil Wars and Hybrid Peace in a Post-Colonial Era of Global Transition
Chair: Hendrik Bürsch (University of Vienna, Austria)
20:00 – 20:10 Conference Five: Standard costs, per person:
Sanghita Das
20:10 – 20:20 Conference Four: Standards of Civil Society
Chair: Sangeeta Das
20:20 – 20:30 Conference Three: Empirics of Methodology in Conflict Research
Chair: Anna Jonas

20:30 Encounter and Socializing – Open End

Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf den Seiten der Europäischen Akademie Villigst, der Akademie Villigst e.V., und der Europäischen Union.

16 – 18 March 2017
Evangelische Akademie Villigst, Schwerte

Peace and Conflict Studies from the Margins to the Center. Rethinking Europe in an Unequal World
Die Welt von den Rändern aus denken – Neue Perspektiven auf Konflikt und Frieden


Ebenso sind Ihnen enoshin ein Tour haas sind:

- Conrad Schetter, Chairperson of AERF, Bonn International Center for Conversion / BICC, Bonn (Germany)

- Ursula Taramona, Chair of EUPRF, Bogazici University, Istanbul (Turkey)

- Uwe Tietmanna, Study Abroad, Evangelische Akademie Völkenrat / Bönig (Germany)

Thursday, 16 March 2017

Uel: 12:30 Arrival and Coffee

13:00-13:30 Welcome and Opening

14:00-15:30 Opening Plenary

15:00-15:30 Coffee break

15:30-16:00 Three parallel panels:

1. Ethno-Divided Societies

2. Everyday Communal Peace and/or Hybrid Peace in the Fergan Valley

3. Forced Migration and Inequality – Part One: The Production and Process of Forced Migration

16:00-17:30 Break

17:30-19:00 Three parallel panels:

4. Intervention and Activism

5. Humanitarianism, ‘Emergency Imagery’ and Alternative Imaginations of Fietos- and Transnational Solidarity – Chair: Anne Mosely (University of Marburg, Germany)

6. Forced Migration and Inequality – Part Two: Migration, Fears and Threats Perceptions

7. Forced Migration and Inequality – Part Three: Migration, Fears and Threats – Chair: Francesca Simon-Semini (University of Donna, Norway)

19:00-20:30 Dinner

19:30-20:00 Encounter and sociability – Open end

Friday, 17 March 2017

From 8:00 Breakfast

08:00-10:00 Three parallel panels:

1. From Fietos to Negative, Positive or Hybrid Peace? Exclusionary Peacebuilding and Comprehensive Post-Conflict

2. Regional Conference of Members parallel to AERF Meeting of Network of Female Peace Researchers

3. Feminist Internationalism, Postcolonial Critique and Neo-Western Feminism

14:00-16:00 Three parallel panels:

1. Forced Migration and Inequality – Part Two: Peace Management and Control of Migration

2. Peace Management and Control of Migration

3. Thetaile Radicalization and Inequality

17:00-18:30 Coffee break

18:00-19:30 Three parallel panels and AERF community meetings (Part II)

19:00-20:30 Forced Displacement and Statelessness – More Alternatives to Mainstream

20:30-21:00 Chat with Vira (University of Tromso, Norway)

21:00-22:30 Coffee break

11 From Hot War to Negativism, Positive or Hybrid Peace? Inclusive Peacebuilding and Comprehensive Post-Conflict

12 Three Parallel Oastals of InF: Exclusión of Ethnic and Other Minorities and Peace Education

13 AEM Committee Meetings (Part I, in German)

14 AERF General Conference of Members parallel to AERF Meeting of Network of Female Peace Researchers

15 Feminist Internationalism, Postcolonial Critique and Neo-Western Feminism

16 Forced Migration and Inequality – Part Two: Peace Management and Control of Migration

17 Thetaile Radicalization and Inequality

18 Forced Displacement and Statelessness – More Alternatives to Mainstream

19 Chat with Vira (University of Tromso, Norway)

20 Coffee break

Current developments in Europe involving the sanctification of borders, the categorisation of refugees and other displaced persons, and the arrivals arising from growing racial and right-wing populist movements and discourses – urgently required responses not only from politics and civil society, but also from peace and conflict studies. This conference aims to bring together different approaches in order to develop reflexive, critical, empirical and normative thought to both confront and probe our positions and practices as well as reflect on their location vis-à-vis the centers and margins of power. In addition, new developments urge us to re-examine and appropriate readings and alternatives to “Western” or “Westernized” thought and to in- vestigate Europe’s involvement in current economic and violent conflicts.

For their first joint conferences, the “Europäische Akademie Völkenrat (Protestant Academy); in cooperation with the German Association for Peace and Conflict Studies (AERF) and the European Peace Research Association (EUPRF); invites all inter- ested to present and discuss their academic work on the political challenges Europe is currently facing, while reflecting on the institution’s role and responsibilities in light of global power structures. Furthermore, this joint conference aims at fostering international cooperation between scholars of peace and con- flict studies from Europe and other continents.
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Current developments in Europe – including the sanctification of borders, the categorisation of refugees and other displaced persons, and the arrivals arising from growing racial and right-wing populist movements and discourses – urgently required responses not only from politics and civil society, but also from peace and conflict studies. This conference aims to bring together different approaches in order to develop reflexive, critical, empirical and normative thought to both confront and probe our positions and practices as well as reflect on their location vis-à-vis the centers and margins of power. In addition, new developments urge us to re-examine and appropriate readings and alternatives to “Western” or “Westernized” thought and to investigate Europe’s involvement in current economic and violent conflicts.

For their first joint conferences, the “Europäische Akademie Völkenrat (Protestant Academy); in cooperation with the German Association for Peace and Conflict Studies (AERF) and the European Peace Research Association (EUPRF); invites all inter- ested to present and discuss their academic work on the political challenges Europe is currently facing, while reflecting on the institution’s role and responsibilities in light of global power structures. Furthermore, this joint conference aims at fostering international cooperation between scholars of peace and con- flict studies from Europe and other continents.

They said they knew each other four haas are:

- Conrad Schetter, Chairperson of AERF, Bonn International Center for Conversion / BICC, Bonn (Germany)

- Ursula Taramona, Chair of EUPRF, Bogazici University, Istanbul (Turkey)

- Uwe Tietmanna, Study Abroad, Evangelische Akademie Völkenrat / Bönig (Germany)